
Welcome to De Vere 
meetings and events

To find out more, call us on 0333 344 8200 or email solutions@dvcompany.com

Rollover the menu below to find out more about each feature.

The summer is here, and outside has never been so in. Our business guests are making the most of it by 

embracing the great outdoors in every aspect of their corporate events. From meetings under giant tipis 

to BBQs on the terrace and team building in the treetops, De Vere meetings and events seamlessly blends 

expertise, technology and the simple beauty of nature. 

Bring as much or as little of the outside into your corporate event for an experience that’ll be remembered as 

much for its productivity as for its positive impact on everyone’s wellbeing.  

Out is in

MEETING SPACE / HEADSPACE

Take your meeting out-of-doors to give 

collaborative working a change of pace. From 

a meeting under canvas to blue-sky thinking 

on the lawn, your teams can stay connected 

with our high-speed outdoor WiFi while they 

connect with nature.

WALK AROUND WITHOUT 

EVER LEAVING YOUR SEAT

Click here to explore our 360° tours

MEETING SPACE /

HEADSPACE

TEAM BUILDING / 

TREE SWINGING

FORMAL RECEPTIONS / 

ALFRESCO GATHERINGS

INTERNAL CONFERENCE / 

OUTDOOR CONFIDENCE 

BREAKOUTS / 

HANGOUTS 

MEETING SPACE / HEADSPACE

Take your meeting out-of-doors to give 

collaborative working a change of pace. From 

a meeting under canvas to blue-sky thinking 

on the lawn, your teams can stay connected 

with our high-speed outdoor WiFi while they 

connect with nature.

TEAM BUILDING / TREE SWINGING

Nothing beats getting outside for teambuilding 

events. Our treetop adventure course, driving range, 

survival academies, and outdoor festival-themed 

events are great at building morale and team 

dynamics.

FORMAL RECEPTIONS /  

ALFRESCO GATHERINGS

When it comes to a drinks reception, being on 

the beautiful terrace of a historical De Vere 

Reserve mansion house in the idyllic countryside 

is hard to beat.

INTERNAL CONFERENCE /  

OUTDOOR CONFIDENCE 

Embrace the outdoors in a giant tipi, or 

combine it with your main meeting space to 

create a conference experience your delegates 

will never forget.

BREAKOUTS / HANGOUTS 

Switch things up with alfresco breakouts. 

Working outside is good for the brain and the 

soul. So, whatever kind of outdoor breakout 

your delegates want, from a huddle in a 

secluded, quiet corner to a relaxing walk in our 

wide-open spaces, they’ll have the freedom to 

get out there whenever the mood takes them.
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